Redundant
Connections Are
More Than Just
an ‘Extra’ for
Medical Facilities
> HEALTH CARE OPERATIONS REMAIN ACCESSIBLE TO PATIENTS
WITH SERVICE THAT KEEPS THEM ONLINE
The internet has long been considered more than a convenience. As more integral daily processes and mission
critical functions become reliant on network connectivity, it’s no longer an exaggeration to say the internet is a
crucial resource and an increasingly essential service.
Businesses, government, technology services, industry, education and health care all rely heavily on connectivity
today to deliver products, carry out public services and serve the public interest.
But perhaps no segment understands the importance of connecting—and staying online—more than
health care.
Whether it’s running the cloud-based applications physicians use daily, accessing electronic medical records or
reaching rural patients through broadband-enabled telemedicine, many medical operations have become so
synonymous with—and so dependent on—a network connection that going offline, even temporarily, could
result in the inability to effectively or thoroughly deliver care or services that people need.

> RELIABILITY IS A PRIMARY FOCUS
Internet Service Providers (ISPs) work constantly to keep their customers’ needs met, which means keeping the
network operational and ensuring that a reliable connection is supplied. Broadband internet not only provides
the bandwidth to support modern applications and data transfer, but it’s “always on,” leaving behind the need to
manually connect and reconnect to the network.
But even as better technology, broader resources and improved service quality reduce the chance of service
interruptions or outages, problems still happen. Equipment fails, disasters occur and human error sometimes
results in a loss of service.

> REDUNDANT
CONNECTIONS

> REDUNDANT CONNECTIONS OFFER A FAIL-SAFE
Because so many medical facilities rely on connectivity that is operational at all times, Arvig can configure
redundant internet connections that ensure at least one, always-on connection to the internet.
Redundant connections utilize network infrastructure—including existing devices and equipment separate from
the primary line—to offer an automated, seamless second path to connectivity, should the main connection fail
or experience an interruption.

> WHY HAVE A REDUNDANT CONNECTION?
++ It’s a crucial backup plan: Redundant connections serve as a fail-safe. When the primary network goes down,
redundant connections kick in instantly and seamlessly. Redundant connections are an at-the-ready backup
that ensure your connection is never interrupted. For the same reason you back up your physical files or crosstrain your staff to fill in during emergencies, redundant connections prepare you with a second option when
your primary connection goes down.
++ No downtime: Losing your internet connection is not just inconvenient. Because so many of your processes
are reliant on connectivity, staying online affects your bottom line. For a business, that means profits. For a
service-based facility offering medical care, that means an ability to deliver crucial care to patients. Instead of
waiting for an IT service team to diagnose the problem, or your ISP to restore service, redundant service keeps
you online and operational at all times.
++ Always on means always available: Businesses with service commitments and health care facilities that have
a duty to serve at all times can’t afford the risk of losing their networks. How many daily activities would slow
down or stop entirely if a business couldn’t access its essential cloud-based applications or customer database?
Health care faces a similar question: In what ways would care delivery be affected if a medical center couldn’t
open its patient records? The costs or consequences could be staggering.
Dissatisfied customer or unserved patient, remaining connected has become crucial not only day-to-day, but for
remaining in operation for the long term and carrying out essential functions.

Do you have a fail-safe?
Our experts can help.
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